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Structured Abstract 

Pedagogic Strategy in Higher Education of Protect Bird 

The present paper attempts to study Pedagogic Strategy in Higher Education of 

Protect Bird. Only theoretical strategy mauls students from creative prospect and stagnate 

the excellence of come-up learners in higher education. The paper’s focal point is teaching 

‘Protect Bird’ theoretically within four walls of class is an issue in higher education so far 

as concerned at Humanities Faculty level from the academic Environmental Study point of 

view. It further clarifies the aims and objectives of Higher Educational Institutions. Within 

this point of reference, the attempt of investigator is to focus learners’ interrogations on the 

Occurred Event - Protect Bird (out of class) that enhances to rethink ideas incorporated on 

birds in syllabus from practical and academic point of view.  

It, further, analyzes the maneuvered Protect Bird experience. The paper discusses 

also, what are the responsible circumstances (cultural and administrative)?  In addendum, 

it tries to consider arrears in it that entangles not only the objectives of education but also 

intellectual and emotional excellence of flowering students.  

The proposed paper is based on the primary and secondary sources. The 

investigator intends to spotlight the theme by analytical and interpretative methodology.  

The paper concludes by suggesting strategy that accredits Higher Education 

Teaching-Learning retrospectively to fulfill the objective of worldwide environmental 

study. 
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There are various strategies in Teaching-Learning process. So far as concerned the 

changing time and its requirement, the existing methods of teaching are to be changed. Only 

theoretical strategy mauls students from creative prospect and stagnate the excellence of come-

up learners in higher education. The paper’s focal point is teaching ‘Protect Bird’ theoretically 

within four walls of class is an issue in higher education so far as concerned at Humanities 

Faculty level from the academic Environmental Study point of view. And to overcome such 

issue novelty of technique is to be with objective. However, the causes of it may be complex. 

Within this transmogrification the individual or institution consists in it. Every adaptation 

involves certain dimension of chances. It begins as focal point individual/small group. Once the 

scientific mind aware it, it develops formally. The conditions for novelty demands certain 

flexibility and readiness. It develops as a rule easily. As it has been already pointed out that 

novelty is a spontaneous deviation of the same energy and ceaselessly discharges from the 

cardinal outpouring of custom and convention. The mores in due course time are being changed 

and removed what it received. In brief, innovation reacts against the innovation which picture 

itself represented. Within this point of reference, the research attempts to invite the attention on 

PEDAGOGIC STRATEGY IN HIGHER EDUCATION OF PROTECT BIRD.  

About rationality which plays important role in innovation, William James, a scholar, has 

rightly said that Rationality is a sentiment where the feeling of familiarity is amalgamates with 

that of the congruity with our fundamental hopes and desires. Sometimes knowledge becomes 

indistinguishable with this congruity. Innovation establishes recognition that assimilates to the 

old order or the old order assimilates to them by means of some formula.  

        As it has been pointed out by DR Samant in his EDITORIAL to the book prescribed: 

 Environment is a heritage and common property of everybody and therefore the 

responsibility of all. Environmental concern has become centre of all human activities the 

world over today. The developed countries with their consumptive attitudes have already 

over striped the global resources and are now worried about sustaining their development 

in future.1  

In regard of Environmental Study, an Indian Scholars, Peshwe and others have stated: 
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 Environmental Studies involving chemistry, Physics, life science, agriculture, medical 

science, public health, sanitary engineering, etc. the basic concept for the environment is 

essential not only for all chemists but also for all non-chemists engaged in environmental 

science and management.2  

However, researcher’s view is to extend it much towards the biodiversity especially at bird and 

not all kinds of bird species bur the bird named Patridge. 

We know that habitats and ecosystems is a pertinent resource which offers human needs 

today – only flesh or medicine purpose. In addendum they provide human solace, arising love, 

sympathy, pleasure, motivate, inspire to do creative, etc. Therefore, Environmental 

consciousness, through mass education, is effective way of giving the massage of its protection 

and acting in that regard. Youth is the apt target group for this purpose. For instance, college 

learners with their pedagogical circumstances and hypersensitivity at biodiversity and its issues 

are appropriate to dispense the missive of environmental cognizance. Environmental Studies is 

an interdisciplinary subject with holistic approach. Consequently, the role of individuals in 

preservation of natural resources requires much. It is mostly essential for the students of arts and 

social science who are apart practically to understand the basic ecological concepts. The students 

are to reveal to the ground realities, needs, and problems impact on their immediate environment. 

The field work for students is to get knowledge of local environmental issues. The need based 

field project is the remedy finding to local environmental issues – for instance scarcity of 

Partridge bird. Such involvement and display is very important motivation to students to embrace 

the eco-friendly lifestyle. Keeping this view by Higher Education Policy in curriculum 

Environmental Studies is made compulsory subject for under graduate i.e.  Students of Part II 

all disciplines in Indian Universities. The concerned teachers are expected to encourage the 

students to undertake meaningful Project under the field work in the region around colleges and 

surrounding villages. The sense of involvement there excites and motivates them for dedication 

to the environment. However, it doesn’t generally happen so. Only within four walls teaching i.e. 

theory/ discussion sees. As stated earlier it hampers the creativity and becomes interruption in 

between the relationship of learners and the Nature.  

Institution is liberal to plan its activities, by its students taking into account essential 

projects, as the requirement of the region and the locale of college or in its catchment area. It 
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gives an opportunity to college to interact with society. The fact categorically brings about and 

examines the marked issues such as bird extinction affiliated to the environment and elongate 

enlargement for the affected. Therefore, projects essential to be designed by the faculty with 

circumspection and anticipation. The projects are to engender fact through faculty and students 

observations, monitoring parameters, surveys etc. Projects should relevant to the environmental 

issues and conundrums desirably local or regional. Projects leading to resource conservation 

should be recommended. Partridge species, day by day, is on the verge of extinction. Accidently 

Partridge event occurred (as earlier stated that sometimes knowledge becomes indistinguishable 

with congruity) which needs to narrate here as a part of this paper. That event is treated here as 

Activity entitled Protect Bird. The event is: Two Poachers (belong to Phasepardi (Nomad)) with 

3 birds called partridge came to house a day before KINKRAT (a cultural activity) to celebrate 

by cooking meat of goat/bird and enjoy it, especially in the Western Ghat (Region) of 

Maharashtra State in India. They insisted to purchase birds for Rs 200 (about 6 USD) to 

celebrate KINKRAT. Birds were beautiful and so we refused to purchase them for eating. The 

poachers were about to leave. An idea clicked, if we do not purchase birds, they shall be 

purchased for ‘kinkrat’ by others. So I purchased them. On the very next day I carried those birds 

to college. The faculty and students of English Department made to assemble in the class. Shown 

the birds and explained, how did get them? What is purpose of carrying them in college?. They 

loved, kissed took photos. They appreciated that activity. Later discussed the significance of 

Environmental Studies prescribed in curricula for Part II at under graduate level in India. Many 

interrogations raised by the students. They interacted in various angles on this activity. We freed 

those birds on the same day in sky near the bank of River called Warana. In the next session 

narrated the moment of relieving them and their condition-fear, restlessness, etc as well of my 

emotions and thoughts on such environmental activity to students. Then students motivated to 

write down on paper their perspective on shared activity from environmental point of view. 

About 40 students expressed views on paper in English and regional language called Marathi 

(one of the major languages in Maharashtra State) in India. Students few expressive 

presentations have been taken into consideration to focus on present pedagogic strategy in 

teaching-learning.  
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Students view in English 
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Students view in Marathi 
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  From the observations and discussions  with villagers come to know that Partridge is 

hardly get comparatively in the last ten years. It indicates the need to protect this bird species but 

other bird species also in order to balance the environment. It is to be noted here that while 

interacting with students they promised to protect environ and to spread that message in the 

society. The researcher’s attempt to focus is ‘make students more practical’ and not teach them 

theory only. If this be truly implemented then only the desired objectives in prescribed 

Environmental Studies of Higher Education shall be successful. 

Biodiversity has gained tremendous importance after the “Earth Summit” at RIO in 1992. 

All over the world, Biodiversity is in peril because the habitats are threatened due to human 

development programmers and other causes such as Poaching. For personal and national profit, 

wildlife has become a huge target.  

Conservation means a careful management. It may give abundant benefit to the present as 

well emerging generation. Hence it is essential to protect the birds. There are two main 

conservation categories -situ and e-situ. However, the researcher’s attempt is to make aware 

students the life of birds and their freedom in order to extend their potential to conserve such bird 

species and protect the Nature. The activity done and presented as ‘Model’ before the learners 

which reveals the attempt to protect the bird, the pertinent element of Environment At present 

there is increasing negative human impact on biodiversity. Consequently, it degrades in bird 

alarming rate. To conserve it, true efforts or strong remedies are required.  

This paper would guide to achieve valuable cognizance among college students, faculties 

and readers, how to take care and build relationship with birds species, the future wealth of 

world. Besides, it may contribute them to change their attitudes (of poachers, etc.) for more 

positive, proactive, and to be eco-friendly. 
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